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INTRODUCTION 
What barriers exist to prospective makers with different physical 
abilities? This paper examines machining through a wheelchair 
user’s 300 hours over 10 weeks in Stanford’s Product Realization 
Lab (PRL) for the Design & Manufacturing class (famously: 
ME203). Suggestions on accessibility are offered in the hope that 
individuals of any ability may be welcomed into makerspaces. 

PROLOGUE 
“Hi Craig, I’m new to the Lab and I’d love to get my hands dirty. 
But I’m not sure which machines I can use from this [manual] 
wheelchair…?” / “Well, one individual years ago worked in here 
from a wheelchair, but the raised platforms he used may or may 
not work for you,” said Craig Milroy, PRL Co-Director. “Why 
don’t you start using the machines, see what you need, and we’ll 
make it happen?” / “Wow. Amazing.” I had a feeling – which 
came true – that my next two months would be transformative. 

BARRIERS TO MAKERSPACE ACCESS 
There is a healthy dialogue among academic makerspaces 
regarding common barriers to access. MIT Maker Czar Martin 
Culpepper summarizes these: awareness (of what is available), 
permission (who is allowed), training (prior to machine use), 
social (community-centered or not), timing (open hours), and 
financial [1]. One that should be added, especially in diverse 
university settings, is the barrier of ability. That is, for those with 
a physical impairment, what obstacles exist beyond those named?  

Three concerns for someone with a physical challenge (“chal-
lenged maker”) include: accessibility, time, and lab interaction.  

A. ACCESSIBILITY 
Except welding stations, most human-tool interfaces are for 
standing users. A wheelchair user must therefore constantly ne-
gotiate mismatched ergonomics. To understand this, wheel 
around your lab on an office chair. What is within reach from a 
seated height of 20”? Next, lift your feet off the floor every time 
you reach. Considerably more constrained, aren’t you? Shortness 
is not the sole, nor even primary, issue here. Lifting feet simulates 

  

 

 
Fig. 2: (a) Sine-table fixturing, (b) the crucial on / off switch extender,  
(c) slot milling, which was hidden from most seated viewing angles. 

the lack of muscular support for transmitting forces through the 
torso and arms, and you are prevented from moving while reach-
ing. A wheelchair user must often choose between manipulating 
a tool, or moving around the lab, not both together.  

1) Safety 
Inherent within ‘accessibility’ is safety: if a machine cannot be 
used safely, then it cannot be used, period. There need not, how-
ever, be any compromise in safety protocols for a challenged 
maker, from the wearing of pants and leather shoes to removing a 
lathe chuck-key immediately after use. For example, a mill on/off 
switch extender was at risk of falling onto the bed when clamped 
a certain way. Only after this was fixed did I feel comfortable us-
ing the machine (Fig. 2b). PRL techs are its lifeblood; I was for-
tunate to ask for assistance when I did not feel comfortable, or 
was unable, to, for example, change my milling tool overhead. 
After assessing risk factors and learning the machines, I never felt 
I was personally in any greater danger than other makers. 

2) Maneuverability 
As the chair-scooting exercise will show, open space is critical. 
There should be at least 28”, preferably 32”, at machine access. 
Walkway clearance of 48” allows for a wheelchair user and an-
other to easily pass. Maintaining openings is hardest: even small 
tools and extension cords on the floor can obstruct wheels. 

3) Manual mill 
The Bridgeport mill is a classic example of standing ergonomics, 
and yet with only minor help, it is very manageable while seated. 
The advantage of machines over hand-tools is that the ‘input’ is 
quantized to knobs, levers and buttons. Manage these, and all op-
erations become feasible. The three-dimensionality of hand-tools 
complicates the translation of user action to machine-effect.  

Mill handles on X and Y axes were easily operable. The knee 
(Z) requires significant force, typically by full-body action. With 
the workpiece at eye-level I could usually see my cuts well, but I 
lacked an overhead view and on a few occasions ruined parts be-
cause of this. I positioned myself away from hot, flying chips 
(especially steel), as my face was significantly exposed (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 1: The project evolved into a functional, rotating pair of shelves, 
requiring milling, turning, woodworking, among other machines. 

 



  

4) Manual lathe 
The Victor lathe was surprisingly easy to use. With a lower pro-
file than the mill, its handles, knobs and tooling were all reacha-
ble. Sightlines were limited from a lower vantage, and I required 
help only on installing three-jaw and collet chucks. I managed all 
tooling changes for threading, grooving and chamfering. 

5) Woodworking 
What at first seems impossible may simply require a different 
geometry: I tried six distinct body configurations alongside the 
joiner before I could safely maintain hardwood contact for cut 
duration. Had I given up at four, I would have been convinced I 
was simply unable. Drill press, chop saw, sanders, and bandsaws 
were all easily managed. Table-saw and router both required as-
sistance: I clamped a stop on the fence for repeated dado cuts, and 
the tech ran each through (joinery for the shelves in Fig. 1). 

6) Recap 
Physical ability can be a real impediment, but for reasons readily 
fixed with the right setup. That is, physicality need not be a de-
ciding factor in whether or not a machine is usable. Qualities such 
as logical thinking, thorough operations planning, and adherence 
to safety protocols can, if not exercised, all impede project de-
velopment far more than any physical challenge. 

B. TIME 
The additional time required to negotiate a lab may be a strong 
hindrance to challenged makers. If I have to ask for help in every 
operation, will I ever finish? If it takes four times as long to set 
up, I can’t make productive use of limited machine time. Manu-
facturing takes time for anyone, let alone for those who can either 
hold a part or roll across the lab, not do both simultaneously. 
 Restricting the ‘time’ parameter can lead to creative solutions 
which expand, rather than restrict, design potential. I knew eve-
rything would take me longer, so I planned for this with a written 
operations sequence and a rested mind. I found I could save at 
least as much time as my physical challenges added on, by de-
signing for processes I knew I could do myself, and thus elimi-
nating the uncertainty of relying on help. When I realized I was 
unable to apply sufficient force to the die to thread ⅜”-16 in mild 
steel, I turned shaft threads on the lathe instead – by myself.  

C. INTERACTION 
Embarrassment about disturbing a lab can be a significant barrier. 
It is not hard to imagine why challenged makers might feel they: 
don’t belong, obstruct lab circulation by occupying more space, 
or are guilty of demanding extra help from lab staff.  

The culture at the PRL, as in many makerspaces, emphasizes 
students learning from each other. This manifests in a way that all 
but nullifies societal preconceptions of what it means to belong 

 

 to, and share, a space. What might be viewed elsewhere as “tak-
ing too much room” or “disproportionately using shared re-
sources” was, for us, part of an unspoken understanding that each 
does his or her best to respect the space, giving back when possi-
ble. While I initially considered giving up for other reasons, I 
never felt I didn’t belong for the “fault” of disturbing Lab flow. 

IMPLEMENT 
There are a few qualities of lab social conduct which are largely 
hidden from the casual observer. It is my impression that these 
are crucial to the fluid interaction among a lab and its users: 

D. EGO 
Ego does not survive long in a budding maker. Design for manu-
facturing is a humbling pursuit. Even so, without ‘checking it at 
the door’, a challenged maker might quickly become discouraged 
by the sheer difficulty of navigating a lab. I was upfront with Lab 
staff: I said directly I had nothing to prove and if I couldn’t safely 
do a particular operation, I’d ask help or redesign the part. I 
wouldn’t be hurt by it. I believe voicing this aloud assured both 
parties that emotions and self-worth would not be factors in Lab. 

E. TRUST 
A lab and its staff must possess even greater trust for a challenged 
maker than for others. This is because lab staff can see a potential 
injury for able-bodied users more readily than for the former. 
Only a challenged maker knows himself or herself well enough 
to assess this, and both parties must understand that the maker 
must necessarily be accountable for his or her actions. 

F. FREEDOM 
The PRL requires its users to learn while doing. There is a 
75-minute safety class, but no organized training prior to manual 
machine use. This is trust made manifest, and I contend that it 
was necessary to iteratively solve my own machine interaction, 
just as dance partners intuit their shared kinematics. Were I re-
quired to pass a test before the end of my third full week – about 
100 hours of Lab time – I would likely have failed, or given staff 
a reason to worry. Only then did I know how to place my body to 
variously adjust X, Y, or Z axes. This freedom to explore pro-
vided an opportunity for self-discovery commensurate with 
my commitment, and openness, to the larger design process. 

CLOSING 
In the last few days before the Meet the Makers final presenta-
tions, a classmate I had regularly seen in lab thanked me. “Um, 
for what exactly?” / “I’ve been exhausted finishing and I never 
feel like getting to Lab by 8:30am. But then I think about how 
you’re always here that early, and you leave with the rest of us at 
11pm, and man, I can’t imagine how tiring it must be for 
you...and that gets my [behind] out of bed pretty quick. Anyway, 
thanks for being here.” I smiled. We both understood. Making is 
not for the faint of heart, nor for the failure-averse. Long days are 
exhausting, and if you do it right, at some point you’ll feel like 
giving up. But the load is lighter with fellow makers around you, 
and that’s a community where everyone belongs. ■ 
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Fig. 3: Level sightlines at the mill. 

 


